Development of a new protein labeling system to map subunits and domains of macromolecular complexes for electron microscopy.
Several gene fusion technologies have been successfully applied to label particular subunits or domains within macromolecular complexes to enable positional mapping of electron microscopy (EM) density maps, but exogenous fusion of a protein domain into the target polypeptide can cause unwanted structural and functional outcomes. Fab fragments from antibodies can be used as labeling reagents during EM visualization without gene manipulation of the target protein, but this method requires a panel of high-affinity antibodies that recognize a wide variety of epitopes. Linear peptide tags and their anti-tag antibodies can be used but they have a limited mapping ability as their placement is usually limited to the terminal regions of a protein. The PA dodecapeptide epitope tag (GVAMPGAEDDVV), forms a tight β-turn in the antigen binding pocket of its antibody (NZ-1). This capability allows for insertion of the PA tag into various surface-exposed loops within a multi-domain cell adhesion receptor, αIIbβ3 integrin. We confirmed that the purified PA-tagged integrin ectodomain fragments can form a stable complex with NZ-1 Fab. Negative stain EM of the various integrin-NZ-1 complexes revealed that a majority of the particles exhibited a clear density corresponding to the NZ-1 Fab; and the positions of the bound Fab were in good agreement with the predicted location of the inserted PA tag. The high-affinity and insertion-compatibility of the PA tag system allowed us to develop a new EM labeling methodology applicable to proteins for which good antibodies are not available.